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The Curvy Girl's Guide

to Living a Body Positive Life
THE WORLD IS ABUZZ WITH BODY POSITIVITY.
Healthy is the new skinny. Curvy models are taking the stage. Plus
fashion is finally trendy. Thick girls are doing handstands in yoga. The
BMI chart has been debunked. And science has spoken - fat doesn’t
make you fat. The world is waking up and realizing that the average
woman is a size 16 and 67% of us in North America are size 12 and
up.
Curvy is in, and PS you don’t have to be plus size to flaunt what you
got. All women have curves and they’re magic at every size.
So now what? What does it mean for your life? How do you not only
start to love your body but still take care of yourself in a body
positive way?
A body positive life means it’s time to take the focus off trying to
change our bodies to fit a standard of “perfection” that we’ve
been told by the media and our society makes us worthy of
existing.
It means understanding that you, AS YOU ARE, are totally worthy of
your dreams and a life you love. That you are a beautiful soul with
amazing gifts to give the world no matter how you look, what size
you are, or the number on the scale.
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And to do that, it means releasing the obsession and constant talk
about your weight, how you look, and what you should or shouldn’t
eat so you can focus on the things that matter more...
Living soulful, purposeful, inspired lives that you REALLY love.
A life that got put on the backburner because you were waiting to
lose 10, 20, or 50 pounds.
But if you’re like me, you’ve lost a lot of time waiting till you had the
perfect body so you’d have the confidence to start your life.
And your purpose, your dreams, your soul, and your freedom got a
little lost. It's time to find yourself.

A BODY POSITIVE LIFE IS ONE WHERE YOU
HAVE REAL FREEDOM TO BE YOU AT ANY SIZE.
To know your worth, to love and own yourself as you are, and to
have the life you want RIGHT NOW.
When you stop beating your body up or starving it to change it - to
make it "perfect", and you give yourself the permission to enjoy all
the pleasures in life (yes, even food), you can reconnect to a
different kind of empowered freedom in all areas of your life - from
relationships and career to travel and dancing and yoga and sex!
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OK, SO NOW WHAT?
You’re ready to own it, to love your body now so you can live that
unabashedly joyful, inspired, and fulfilling life you’ve always
wanted…
Except it’s harder than it seems.
You don’t really appreciate yourself the way you see and appreciate
your curvalicious friends. You have so much love them for them, but
still struggle to see and accept yourself?
You look in the mirror you just can’t shake it...that voice is still there…
“How can I be positive about THAT.”
“How could anyone else accept this as it is, even if I do.”
“Maybe if I lose 20 pounds first, THEN I can love myself as I am.”
You’re trying REALLY hard to get on board with the idea of loving
yourself as you are...but deep down you still feel a bit ashamed...
...because there’s a part of you that doesn’t actually want to.
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YOU'RE WORRIED THAT BEING BODY POSITIVE
MEANS SACRIFICING YOUR HEALTH.
As a woman who struggled for 20 years with my body, yo-yo-ing
between a size 8 and a size 18 - but never really happy at any size,
the biggest question I had when I first started embracing body
positivity - and a life without the scale or dieting rules - was “how
can I be body positive and still want to lose weight?”
From intuitive eating to holistic health to reading all the body positive
blogs, I studied it all and found a middle ground where I can truly
embrace and love my body as it is AND still strive for optimum
health and well-being. And the key is not making it about weight.
Here’s what I believe is a super important point needs to be made
clearer in the conversation about wellness for curvy women.

BODY POSITIVITY IS ABOUT LOVING AND
TAKING CARE OF YOUR BODY AT EVERY SIZE.
It means reconnecting to our temples, loving them up and taking
care of them as they are in a healthier, and more sustainable way so
we can be here longer to shine our precious lights in the world.
Your body is a temple because you’re in it. Now. Not in 20, 50 or 100
pounds. It's a temple now and it’s beautiful.
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The key to having the freedom you really desire - the freedom
that right now you think you’ll have after you’ve lost the weight
you think you have to lose is to untangle the idea that your
HEALTH and SELF-WORTH are measured by WEIGHT, SIZE, or
even LOOKS.
When you can untangle your self-worth and your health from a
number on the scale, a size on the label of your clothing, or how you
look compared to others, and you stop trying to control yourself by
counting calories and steps, your life will transform and you’ll know
what it really FEELS like to live a body positive life.
A body positive life shifts the focus in the conversation about health
from weight to self-care. Really, juicy, nourishing, soulful, fill you up
self-care.
There are 5 core foundational steps that I work on with my clients
own to help them really feel free in their lives, to love all of who they
are AND to love their bodies into balance in a sustainable way.
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5 Steps

to Living

a Body Positive

Life...
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BUILD A FOUNDATION OF SELF-LOVE
If you want to heal your relationship with your body and create
long-term, sustainable health, confidence, and happiness, selflove HAS to come first.
These days the phrase sounds a bit cliche and or is even something
that feels completely unattainable so you’ve given up on it. Believe
me, I know.
Five years ago I was so lost in self-loathing, when someone pointed
out that I didn’t love myself, I sunk into a depression because it
seemed so daunting to try. But there’s a simple way I support my
clients in loving themselves and that’s to help them trust that they’ll
show up for themselves in a self-honoring way every day.
Here’s how to do it - If you’ve been dieting for years and “failing”
yourself by not achieving the results you want, chances are your
self-trust is at an all time low.
And most likely this is showing up not just in your relationship with
food and body, but also in your relationships with others, your career,
and all forms of self-care.
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SPENDING YEARS ON THE DIET ROLLER-COASTER
BANKING YOUR HAPPINESS ON WEIGHT LOSS
SEPARATES YOU FROM YOUR TRUE NEEDS AND
DESIRES.
Start by making a list of what you really want your life to look like.
Not what's realistic, but what you REALLY desire.
I know it can be hard to access what you want when you haven't let
yourself do it for so long. Don't worry, you can dream big, I'm giving
you permission. And you can keep adding to the list. It doesn't have
to be perfect but you have to start somewhere.
What do YOU really want out of life. What pleasure are you longing
for? How can you really honor yourself, your soul’s purpose, your
heart, own personal growth.
Then start showing up for you by showing up for that list. With your
voice, your boundaries, and your power. Say yes to anything that
aligns with it, but more importantly say no to whatever doesn't.
DO YOU girl, and you will find that deep well of self-love you’ve
been looking for on the other side of your weight loss.
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2
SCRAP THE SCALE
The only thing the scale measures is your gravitational force. Not
your health, not your beauty, and certainly not your value as a
human being.
Stop letting your scale determine the kind of day you’re gonna have,
how worthy you are of love and appreciation, or if you finally have
permission to live your life.
When you stop focusing on how much you weigh and start paying
attention to how you feel, you begin to tap into the freedom of selfguided health. Not only is this empowering when it comes to food
and body, but the renewed sense of empowerment helps you get
more connected to your intuition.
Make peace with the fact that, like everything in nature, your weight
is going to fluctuate like the seasons. Stress has an impact on the
body and on your weight, so if you’re having a busy time, you might
gain weight. If you’re so busy enjoying life that you forget to eat, you
might lose weight.
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Toss it out the window, take a hammer to it Office Space style, never
step on it again. And when you go to the doctor tell them that you
know that weight is not a measure of health and you don’t need to
know what it says, you know how you FEEL.
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FILL YOURSELF UP ON SOUL FOOD
When your soul is nourished, and you’re getting more pleasure
out of life, you are less likely to look for
substitutions and unwanted habits like emotionally overeating
will start to resolve on their own.
I know you, darling. You’re so busy taking care of everyone else, and
trying to do everything, balance everything, and have it all, that you
have gotten disconnected from what truly fills you up. Whether it’s
being inspired in your careers, expressing yourself creatively, to
missing out on pleasure, sensuality, sex, wild crazy fun, and dancing
naked in the moonlight.
And guess what? Your metabolism actually gets fired up when YOU
feel fired up, so your body will naturally find more balance and may
actually release some pounds anyway (mind did) - but you'll love
yourself so much as you are that it won't even matter.
So you fill up on comfort food instead of soul food, and because
you’re so starved for pleasure, you overeat. And then you beat
yourself up for it and the cycle starts again. It’s not the sugar or the
cheese, darling. It’s time to savor your life. You deserve it.
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DITCH DIETING AND CALORIE COUNTING
(YES, THAT MEANS CLEANSES TOO.)
99% of diets don’t work. I repeat diets don’t work and they
actually lead to weight gain. The charts and graphs that tell us
what we’re “supposed” to weigh are frankly bullshit. The BMI chart,
which has since been proven to have seriously flawed logic, told me
I was obese at a size 10 and I spent the next 20 years trying to lose
20 pounds I didn’t need to lose. I ended up gaining a lot more weight
instead.

WHY?
Diets set you up for a metabolic disaster. The stress of dieting
causes you to store fat, and restricting food only leads to more
binges. You end up eating more than you would if you didn’t diet.
Diets are not MEANT to work in the long term because the most
of the companies that market them want to make money. And
even if they seem like they do, like Weight Watchers, you will
never be free of measurements, counting, and obsessing over the
rules of what you can and can’t eat.
Diets are usually aren’t motivated by self-love, but rather by
feeling like you aren’t enough as you are.
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But what about cleanses? Ask yourself really truly honestly. Have
you ever done a cleanse that wasn’t about losing weight fast? That
was actually about giving your digestion a break and deeply
nourishing yourself? That you came off of without binging on
everything you missed? Or where you didn’t think about the pizza
you couldn’t wait to eat later the entire time? If the answer
is honestly yes, then high five, you have overcome emotional eating.
Here's the thing. Emotional overeating and binges aren’t caused by a
lack of willpower, they’re caused by restriction.
You withhold nourishment from your body and your body wants to
make it back up.
They also come from a restriction of pleasure. And if food is one of
the only places you’re getting real pleasure in life, ANY kind of
nutritional adjustment is going to backfire. But instead we’ve been
taught that we don’t have willpower, our emotional selves would eat
everything in sight if left to our own devices and so we must be
controlled.
Darling, you do NOT need to be controlled. Not by a scale. Not by
an app. And not by your Weight Watchers points. You can trust
yourself around food without having to be kept in check.
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WHAT TO DO INSTEAD?
The ticket is to listen to your own body's wisdom through intuitive,
conscious, and mindful eating.
Be present with your meal, savor it, stop when you’re full. If you don’t
worry that you’ll never be able to have something, you’ll never binge
on it.
And think additive, not restrictive. Instead of restricting food to
change your health, start adding in things that nourish you. Never tell
yourself you can’t have something.
The dose makes the poison.
No food is good or bad only thinking makes it so.
And the more you eat with presence, connection, and taking the time
to do it, the easier it will be to make choices that actually nourish
you.
Think about it. If you were present with McDonald's and took 20
minutes to eat that meal, how would it taste? F’ing disgusting. I don’t
know that anyone would disagree.
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MOVE BECAUSE YOU WANT TO
(NOT BECAUSE YOU THINK YOU SHOULD)
Your body wants you to move it so you can explore the world, to
connect with your sensuality, to experience nature, to feel the
music, to connect to your spirit, to live longer. Your body doesn’t
want to be yelled at, beaten up, or pushed to the point of puking
because you ate a piece of cake.

WHY?
When you move your body because you broke a food "rule" or
because you want to see the number on the scale change, it comes
from a place of self-punishment. Punishment because you are
judging yourself as imperfect (or worried that others will judge you
for it).
So when you're working out as a tool for self-punishment it doesn't
feel very good and makes it much harder to want to do it. And if you
go to the gym and don't see the number of the scale change, its
easy to let that be a reason to quit.
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Not to mention, over-exercising (cardio longer than 30 min in
particular) can actually put your body into a stress response which,
again, causes you to store fat and breaks down your immune
system. It can also lead to injury and more disappointment in your
self, eating away at your self worth.
And please let go of the fear that putting on muscle might actually
make you gain weight. Instead, be proud of the strength and stamina
that comes from the muscle. Remember that weight is arbitrary, and
all of our bodies are different, which is precisely why I hope you'll
trust me and take a hammer to your scale.

WHAT TO DO INSTEAD?
Let exercise be a byproduct of experiencing life - push yourself to
hike up that ridge so you can get the best view of the sunset, not
because you have calories to burn or steps to walk.
Take classes that make you laugh, or do strength training and Pilates
so that you can explore more. Sweat because you want to detox or
because you’re having so hard dancing with your friends.
When you have to motivate yourself to move, its gonna be a
struggle. But when you bring play and fun and joy into it, it’s inspiring.
And you just might find you’re living the life you thought you had to
lose weight to live.
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6,7,8
Bonus Tips
Because I couldn't stop at five <3

GET NAKED
From authentic self-expression to the Korean spa - or even just
wearing a bikini on the beach, boldly owning all of who you are
inside and out will help you get comfortable with yourself fast.

LIGHTEN UP
Let go of worry and the weight of the world will lift. Drop the weight
of worrying about your weight (or any other numbers for that matter)
and you will feel the kind of energetic lift you never thought possible
without hitting your goal weight.

STAY IN YOUR LANE
Stop comparing yourself to others and stay in your own lane - in life
as well as health and body. Stop reading the magazines, say no to
fitspo, and fill your feed with body positive messages so you can see
women who look like you loving themselves as they are.
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AND FINALLY, MY DARLINGS…
Please don’t be so hard on yourself if this doesn’t come easily. You
have YEARS of social programming from diet culture and the
patriarchy, parental buttons installed, and childhood experiences to
overcome.
It took me 10 years, investing in 6 high end transformational life and
wellness coaches, countless personal empowerment workshops,
loads of self-help books, getting certified as an Eating Psychology
Coach, and buckets of tears cried to figure out what was going on,
heal, and transform it so I could finally feel free and happy in my
body and confident enough to start living the life I always wanted.
It isn't just about coming to the understanding of what's stopping us
- , but transforming it and learning a new way of eating, moving, and
living.
I’m here to save you that time, money, and pain of trying to figure it
out on your own. I know the way out and I’m here to guide you.
To learn more about working with me so you can integrate all of
these tools and more into your own life, find me on Facebook or visit
me at www.thecurvyconfidencecoach.com to apply for a clarity call
today.
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About the Author
Natalie is a self-love and body positive wellness coach for women.
Burnt out after 10 years of a high stress film industry job and a
lifetime of dieting, body image challenges, and low self-esteem, she
dug deep into personal development and holistic health, got
certified as an Eating Psychology Coach, and transformed her life,
body, and self-confidence, and discovered a passion for women's
empowerment and body positivity along the way.
With a background in marketing research, Natalie brings a unique
approach to coaching. Combining her analytical and problem solving
skills with a deeply loving, intuitive and soul-centered approach to
mind-body health, she helps her clients uncover the conditioning
and beliefs that prevent them from embodying confident, vibrant
health and empowered self-expression in all areas of their lives.
Natalie is the founder of The Curvy Confidence Sisterhood, The
Bikini Breakthrough Beach Day Experience, and a frequent
contributor to The Curvy Fashionista. She works with clients in a oneon-one practice, facilitates group programs and workshops both
online and offline.
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